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CAN BE QUESTIONED: They're just a recommendation that a

worker be allowed sick leave, says MMA president

 KUALA LUMPUR: THE Malaysian Medical Association (MMA)  says

employers have  the right to question medical certificates (MCs) and

refuse to accept them if they believe they are unwarranted.

MMA president Datuk Dr N.K.S. Tharmaseelan said people must

understand that MCs issued by doctors were just a recommendation that

an employee be allowed sick leave and it was up to the employers to

accept or reject them.

"There are cases of doctors issuing MCs out of compassion. This is

wrong, too.

"MCs should only be issued when the patient is sick and unfit to perform

his or her duties," he said, adding MMA regularly advised doctors not to

be "easy" in issuing them.

Dr Tharmaseelan said MMA did not condone unethical indulgence, such

as selling medical certificates.

"This besmears the noble profession and MMA will assist the Malaysian

Medical Council and Health Ministry in weeding out such professionals."

Employers, he said, should also look into their environment and improve

working conditions as a good environment that provided job satisfaction

could curtail employees from "feigning" illnesses to obtain MCs.

He said imposing strict working conditions and lack of time with family and

friends would force employees to seek ways to absent themselves from

work.

"A happy workforce will keep a loyal workforce.

"Loyalty will be of prime importance to the employee if the person is

looked after.

"Many employers seem to be missing this point and lose out in the long

run," he said, pointing out that employers could reward their workers who

did not take MCs by considering them for promotions.
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Meanwhile, when asked to comment on Tharmaseelan's statement,

Malaysian Employers Federation (MEF) executive director Shamsuddin

Bardan said employers could not simply reject MCs as they were

published documents signed by doctors who had the authority and

capacity to decide whether someone warranted sick leave.

"If an employer rejects an MC and something happens to the employee,

the employer will be answerable.

"Only in rare cases where the employers have solid evidence that an

employee is faking his or her illness, they can take action."

Shamsuddin said employers could also reject an MC if it was not issued

by the company's panel doctor, as stated in the Employment Act 1955.

He said statistics showed employers incurred over RM1 billion in losses

annually because of workers feigning illness to obtain sick leave.

He said employers would have to fork out additional costs when an

employee took MC. This included the day's salary, medical fee charges

and to pay for a replacement to do the job.

The federation said faking sickness to obtain MCs had become rampant

in the country and the MC rate was among the highest in the region.

The Employment Act allows an employee who has served at least five

years with the same company up to 22 days sick leave annually.

This does not include the 60 days entitlement for hospitalisation.
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